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the wisdom of the talmud
It seems almost cruel that Lag Ba’omer and
Mount Meron would be the time and the place
where so many of the faithful – young and old,
Israelis and visitors from abroad – would meet
their fate in such
meron tragedy throws up questions of faith
The narrative of the miraculous birth of Jesus, for
instance, symbolizes the process of the first great
Initiation, not his material birth. The teaching is
true, but not its dead-letter interpretation
the panther theory regarding the birth of
jesus
The metzora mentioned in this week's Torah
portion can be understood not only as a response
to a bodily condition, but as a model for repairing
the damage caused by misdeeds.
for #metoo transgressors, the only cure is
banishment
The sages suggest Avraham initiated aging so
people might learn the important lesson of
respecting elders. Thanks to Avraham, we know
who we need to honor, an important lesson in our
youth-driven
engage the dying of the light: caring for our
aging parents and beyond
When something bad happens, the impulse of
many believers is to seek to understand why God
willed this result.
how to grapple with the lag b’omer tragedy?
remember fate is random.
Jonathan Frostick recently had a heart attack. It
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happened while he was desperately trying to
complete work for his position as program
manager at an investment firm in London. He
almost chose to
jonathan frostick’s heart attack and the
“new rules for living”
The hilltop shrine, where 45 people were killed in
a deadly crush, has long been a place whose
symbolism reflects a mix of grief and euphoria
why do ultra-orthodox jews flock to mount
meron on lag b’omer?
Long before the Lag b'Omer stampede, Israel's
Mount Meron was home to a mix of tragedy and
euphoria. A similar disaster took place there
exactly 110 years ago.
what is israel’s mount meron and why were
so many orthodox jews gathered there for
the lag b’omer holiday?
That description reflects an aspect of the annual
pilgrimage to Mount Meron in northern Israel
that was underlined by the deaths on Friday of at
least 45 revelers in a stampede: It is a place
whose
tragedy in israel
If you haven’t seen the joy of Lag b’Omer on the
grave of Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai, you haven’t
seen joy at all,” wrote the author Shmuel Yosef
long before lag b’omer stampede, mount
meron’s history has been a mix of tragedy
and euphoria
In the Jewish tradition, reading of the Torah
follows a calendar cycle, with a specific portion
assigned each week. These weekly portions, read
aloud in
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torah queeries: weekly commentaries on the
hebrew bible
For a few fleeting days this past week, some
much-needed Jewish unity was in the air. As
Israel reeled from the Meron disaster on Lag
Ba’omer that claimed 45 precious souls, the
highly rare yet
mount meron tragedy shows need for
bolstering religious jewish unity
The sages suggest Avraham initiated aging so
people might learn the important lesson of
respecting elders. Remaining present with the
inevitability of death keeps us humble. An
endless supply of time

embarked on a spiritual journey in the shadow of
the Holocaust.
prestigious art dealer embraces his jewish
heritage
From his dazzling conducting debut in 1943 until
his death in 1990, Leonard Bernstein's star
blazed brilliantly. In this fresh and revealing
biography of
leonard bernstein: the political life of an
american musician
I used to think that the English word “bizarre” is
related to “zar,” but the Oxford English
Dictionary maintains otherwise.

caring for aging parents and beyond
Amid Paris' high-end art scene, Antoine Helwaser
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